
The Future Game: Adapt or Die 

 

Howard Wilkinson has always been one to push the envelope when it comes to 

innovation in football. And - as we set up base at St Georges Park (The FA's 

National Football Centre which Howard himself first proposed nearly 15 years 

ago) to discuss the future of the game - he's at it again. "So," he begins his 

challenge "if the passing success rate in the Premier League 10 years ago was 

74% and now it's 86%… in another 10 years time, we'll have a perfect passing 

game?! " 

 

Of course his question is tongue-in-cheek, but it's a useful place to start our 

conversation in advance of the League Managers Association's (LMA) Annual 

European Managers & Coaches Forum, where some of games leading figures (Sir 

Alex Ferguson, Jose Mourinho and Pep Guardiola to name a few) will gather to 

tackle some of the issues in the game - including simulation, dissent and video 

technology. The piece Howard - now Chairman of the LMA - and I are really 

interested in is the tactical and technical side of the future game and so we've 

gathered at St Georges in advance of the forum to get the juices flowing. Picture 

flip charts, post-it notes, a real-time link to the Prozone quants, and one of the 

game's deepest thinkers (yes Howard, not me) and you get the idea; our very 

own St George's War Room: 

 

 

If you extrapolate past passing trends in the EPL, then hypothetically Howard has 

a point; in theory by 2030 pass success would be 100% and players essentially 

will be keeping hold of the ball until they score (next time you’re on YouTube, 



search ‘Greek children score amazing team goal’ and you’ll see that some kids 

have already got the idea): 

 

 

In reality of course we know this won't happen. Despite the average 4.6% year-

on-year increase in passing success over the past 10 years in the EPL - 

culminating in Manchester City becoming the first team to win the league by 

completing, on average 400+ successful passes per game - common sense (and 

the law of demising returns) will tell us that this trend will inevitably plateau. 

  

But it does raise some interesting questions:  

� What impact is the passing trend having on the game? 

� And if passing and possession is king, then won't the best passing teams 

always win? 

 

Howard and I ask @WMJ87 and @OmarChaudhuri to run the numbers and they’re 

quick to inform us that a record number of goals were scored in 2012 (1100 - the 

highest since the league introduced 20 teams in 1995). Despite the decreasing 

number of balls played into the final third, they also make us aware that the 

number of shots per game has also increased slightly (2.9% over the last 10 

years) and the number of goals per game has crept above the average over the 

last few seasons: 



 

 

We discuss that the EPL has perhaps become more technical with teams today 

more likely to probe for openings through intricate passing compared to a more 

direct style play from yesteryear. So not to generalise too much, however, we 

agree to look at some individual teams later in the session. "What about Europe?" 

Howard then asks, and it soon becomes clear that the passing trend is not simply 

an EPL phenomena: 

 

 

Which brings us back to the second question; if passing and possession is king, 

then won't the best passing teams always win? 

 



Thankfully, as we delve a little deeper, it's not that clear cut. We plot EPL 

champions by season according to their successful passing and - whereas we can 

clearly see the upward trend in pass success over the last 10 years - we can also 

see instances where teams have bucked the trend and been successful:  

 

 

For example, in 2004/05, Mourinho's title-winning Chelsea made 12% fewer 

successful passes than reigning champions Arsenal, but finished 12 points ahead 

of them. Similarly in 2006/07 (Manchester United) and again in 2009/10 

(Chelsea), teams were able to win the league having completed fewer successful 

passes than the incumbent champions’ tally from the season before. So, whereas 

the quality of passing is vital for winning teams, it's clearly not the only success 

factor. A further graph plotting the correlation between points and passes arrives 

from @OmarChadhuri to emphasise the point: 

 

 



As Howard as I continue to evolve our philosophical debate, we can't help but 

recall examples of teams and managers who have perceivably engineered 

successful teams - or one-off results - whilst not dominating the play:- 

Mourinho's Inter and Di Matteo’s Chelsea Vs Barcelona in the Champions League, 

and Hitzveld’s Switzerland Vs Spain in the World Cup are the ones that recently 

stand out. Luck or design? To limit chance being the principle factor and to 

remove any confirmation bias, we ask our trusty data scientist to plot points Vs 

passes in the EPL over the last 2 years: 

 

 

The idea is to see which teams have over-achieved (Vs the league norm) across a 

sustained period of time, and we can clearly see that Stoke City and Newcastle 

United are clearly conspicuous in their ability to be consistently effective across a 

season – achieving a high number of points for the number of passes made in 

games. Conversely, we fall into the trap of concluding that Swansea City were 

relatively ineffective in 2012; with a low points return for the high periods of 

possession they enjoyed. I remind Howard, however, of a great article by 

@jonawils which reminded us that passing was originally a defensive move that 

teams employed to keep the ball away from [more dangerous] opponents. In 

2012, the strategy kept Swansea in the EPL, and arguably won Spain the Euros. 

 

As we start to wrap up our discussion in agreement that passing isn't everything 

and teams can clearly find other ways to be effective, another timely intervention 

from @OmarChaudhuri confirms the point. "The game is becoming more 

polarised!" he exclaims at the other end of the line. A final graph soon arrives to 



highlight the point that teams today are more likely to win by either having very 

high or low net passing (Vs, for example, during 2003-05 when teams were more 

likely to win with less extreme passing styles): 

 

 

As I've previously outlined in my piece on player archaeology, there's much we 

can learn from looking at past performance when predicting future game 

patterns. In this case, as the game becomes more polarised, it's important for 

managers and coaches to clearly define a philosophy for how they want to play or 

that best befits the players they have at their disposal. The former is more of a 

long-term approach, whereas the latter is more of a short-term reality as Howard 

reminds me that the average tenure of LMA member managers has ominously 

decreased from 3.2 years to 1.7 years since 1992.  It’s also vital that managers 

are able to adapt during matches when their game-plan is not working (since 

2007, 68% of teams who scored first won the match - which represents a huge 

opportunity for those managers and teams who can muster a Plan B). 

 

As we wrap up our session at English football's home for player development, it's 

also fitting consider the coaching implications of the analysis and how we identify 

and nurture the next generation of talent in this country. “Is it everything you 

expected it would be?” I ask Howard as we leave St Georges. “It’s an incredible 

complex,” he responds “but success is born from people and not facilities”. 

 

ENDS 

  


